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QUESTION 1

Oracle CPQ Cloud provides integration guides for some applications. Identify two such applications. 

A. Oracle Sales Cloud 

B. Microsoft Dynamics 

C. Salesforce.com 

D. Oracle On Demand 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A red "x" is showing up instead of a part (item) in a configuration. What is causing this? 

A. The Recommended Item rule is not firing. 

B. The Recommended Item rule is recommending more than one part number. 

C. The Recommended Item rule is recommending a part that does not exist. 

D. The Recommended Item rule is recommending an incorrect price for the part number. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which attribute type cannot be displayed on the line item grid? 

A. attributes used in Formulas 

B. text attribute 

C. single-select menu attributes 

D. HTML attributes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which rule fires last in the sequence of operation in Configuration? 

A. Recommended Item Rules 

B. Hiding Rules 

C. Recommendation Rules 

D. Pricing Rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

To add items (parts) to a configuration, Recommended Item rules are used. Which two statements are true when using
Recommended Item rules? 

A. If multiple Recommended Item rules recommend the same item (part), the item (part) price is picked from the rule
that is last in the order. 

B. If multiple Recommended Item rules return the same item (part), the quantity of the item (part) is a total of all
quantities returned by each rule. 

C. Recommended Item rules can show only the base prices defined in the customer specific module. 

D. Recommended Item rules can return only the base price of an item (part) and cannot use dynamic prices based off
data tables. 

Correct Answer: AC  

 

QUESTION 6

Which two options can quotes be forwarded to by using forwarding rules? 

A. users 

B. user groups 

C. any email address registered in the CPQ Cloud BigMachines system 

D. any of the users that are part of the Approval group 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

In Configuration, when does the "Constraint rule on a hidden attribute" error occur? 
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A. when Hiding rules run first and hide the values that are to be constrained 

B. when Hiding rules run first and they hide attributes when a condition is true 

C. when Constraint rules run first and when conditions for both the Constraint and Hiding rules are true 

D. when Constraint rules run first and the attribute values are hidden before a Hiding rule can be triggered 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

How do you restrict a user from a manually adding or removing rows in an Array set? 

A. by selecting the "Disable user override" property on the configurable Array set editor page 

B. by using CSS to hide icons 

C. by hiding the control attribute 

D. by hiding the control attribute and mark it as forced set 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Identify two ways to modify the overall integration behavior of BigMachines and Salesforce. 

A. Write a custom BML Util library function in BigMachines. 

B. Use the Site Setup object and BigMachines Commerce Package settings in Salesforce to meet varying customer
requirements. 

C. Use the integration XSLs within the Commerce process to modify integration behavior at the object and field levels. 

D. Write a Salesforce API to change integration behavior in BigMachines. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two options are true about Price Books? 

A. are recommended when there is only one list price per part 
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B. enable association of one part with multiple prices 

C. are preferred when there are price variations for the same product by region 

D. independently support very complex price calculations 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What happens when a part number is added to a configuration without a price definition? 

A. The part will not be selected if the "Hide missing spares" option is selected but the user will be able to add it to a
quote. 

B. The part will not be recommended if the "Hide missing spares" option is selected and the user will not be able to add
it to a quote. 

C. The part will be added with a red "X" next to it if the "Hide missing spares" option is selected and the user will be able
to add it to a quote. 

D. The system will log an error but will let the user proceed and add it to a quote. 

Correct Answer: A  

 

QUESTION 12

How can the pricing function be compartmentalized to ensure long-term ease of maintenance? 

A. by using Configuration to implement a bulk of the pricing logic and doing simpler things such as discounting in
Commerce 

B. by creating and utilizing only library functions in addition to the pricing function logic 

C. by creating and utilizing formulas and library functions in addition to the pricing function logic 

D. by using data tables to store sections of the pricing logic 

Correct Answer: D 
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